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N EW HAMPSHIRE HOLDS
STRONG BROWN TEAM TO
LONE TOUCHDOWN

“D U T C H ” S U P P L I E S T H R I L L S

Blue and W hite Team, fighting as it never fought before, holds
Brunonian Eleven, Victors over Dartmouth last week, to
Scant Victory—Touchdown N ot Deserved—Team holds
Brown twice for downs on 5-yd. line—Leavitt, Gadbois, Bell and Graham excel for N. H.—Jemail
and Williams star for Brown

Twice did “ Dutch” Connor send a
thrill through the crowd o f 5,000
football fans when he attempted drop
kicks. Both of his attempts were
against the wind. The first one he
tried was from the 55-yard line. High
it soared into the wind but straight
for the center of that pair o f bars.
The crowd arose as if one. On it
flew, straight as an arrow for that
goal post. That loyal band o f Blue
and White rooters were filled with
pride at that wonderful kick and how
they prayed that the kick might go
over the bar. A mighty stillness
reigned as the ball neared the bar
and a second later a mighty shout
went up from the Brown side o f the
field as they saw the ball fall directly
in front of the center o f the goal post
and but a few yards short of its tar
get. What a sigh o f relief passed
over the Brown rooters when they
saw that New Hampshire had missed
that wonderful goal. Still later in the
game they received a like thrill.
Standing on the 50-yard line “ Dutch”
received the ball, kicked and the ball
sailed straight for the goal line only
to be veered on its course by the
wind. When that ball went over the
line it was at least 20 feet in the air.
FLASHY FORWARDS
Then in that last minute o f

play. New Hampshire had the ball
on a 12-yard line. Twice did the
Blue and White team try a forward
only to have it drop unreached for, to

“ TED” BUTLER
New Hampshire’s flashy quarterback

che ground. On a third attempt a
pretty gain of 23 yards was the re
sult. Then on the very next play a
gain of 30 yards resulted from an
other forward. An intercepted pass
on the next play however stopped
New Hampshire’s advance and the
game ended.
To tell who starred for the Blue
and White one would have to name
the whole team. The team fought as
it never fought before and it de
serves all the credit possible for the
wonderful playing.
Although Brown clearly had the
superior team, they did not deserve
their score, as they failed to produce
the final punch in several instances.
the Their lone touchdown came in the last

ANALYSIS OF THE GAME.
New Hampshire
First Second
half
half
20
15
Gained by rushing,
70
17
Gained on forwards,
2
2
First downs by rushing,
1
0
First downs by penalties,
4
1
Forwards completed,
1 •
3
Forwards intercepted,
4
9
Forwards incompleted,
2
0
Penalties inflicted,
40
0
Total distance penalized,
220
127
Total distance punted,
44
42
Average distance of punts,
52
0
Kicks ran back,
0
1
Ball lost on fumbles,
2
0
Ball recovered on fumbles,

Brown
First Second
half
half
132
198
20
8

1
2
0
6

0
0
87
43
60
0
1

I
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Seminary Team Meets Defeat 1-0 in
Hard, Fast Game— Strong on De
fense— Blue and White Girls
Score in Second Half

The Girls’ Hockey team trimmed
the Tilton Seminary team at Tilton
last Saturday in a fast clean game
by the score of 1 to 0. The game
was well played and hard fought
throughout Tilton putting up an ex
cellent game while the New Hamp
shire team were most efficient on the
offensive.
Tilton got the first bully off but
the ball was soon recovered and New
Hampshire carried the ball swiftly
toward the Tilton goal. Tilton suc
ceeded in striking the ball beyond
the striking circle, however and the
first chance to score was lost. Four
times during the game the ball was
carried to within scoring distance of
the Tilton goal but the splendid work
of the Tilton defensive players
stopped the ball before the
score
minute of play of the first half. could be put across.
Hazeltine, who went in as a substi
MISS BENFIELD SCORES
tute for Batchelder, in the excitement
At the beginning of the second half
o f the game, forgot himself, and
spoke to one of his teammates before Tilton sent in several fresh players
the first play had been completed. hoping to tire the Blue and White
Hampshire
girls
This caused a 15-yard penalty and team. The New
gave Brown the ball on the New fought hard nevertheless and soon
Hampshire 8-yard line. It is almost after the sounding of the whistle put
certain that the half would have across the only score of the game.
ended in a scoreless tie if the penalty Miss Sprague dribbled the ball almost
the entire length of the field and as
had not been inflicted.
her opponent rushed for the ball
STRONG BROWN ATTACK
Brown’s attack was exceedingly foiled her by a quick drive to a team
strong, and their shifts and end- mate. Miss E. Benfield center for
around-lateral-pass plays were very ward made the goal.
A fter the game the New Hamp
hard to stop. Their defense was ex
shire
team was entertained by the
cellent, and the defensive play of the
ends was especially noteworthy. Con Tilton girls with refreshments, song
nor’s punts for New Hampshire were and cheer.
Miss Helen Bartlett, physical in
the best possible, soaring high and
structor for the girls at New Hamp
(Continued on Page Four.)
shire College, was the coach of the
winning team.
NEW HAMPSHIRE COLLEGE
The line-up:
TO HAVE LYCEUM COURSE.
New Hampshire College: Miss Ben
Money and effort will not be spared field, c. f . ; Misses H. Chase and Mcthis year to make the new Lyceum Questen, r. i.; Miss Berry, r. w .; Miss
Course really high grade. This is Bugbee, 1. i.; Miss Sprague, 1. w.;
what was formerly known as the Lec Miss Aldrich, c. h.; Miss Arey, r. h.;
ture Course. It is expected that in Miss D. Chase, 1. h.; Misses Burdett
point of general educational value and Tingley, r. f. b.; Misses Spin
and entertainment the program this ney and Reardon, 1. f. b.; Miss Mor
season will surpass any offered before. rill, g.
Tilton Seminary: Miss Smart, c. f.;
The general plan is to have at least
two lectures by men of national rep Miss Hemingway, r. i.; Miss Ackley,
utation, two high class musical num r. w.; Miss Trickley, 1. i.; Misses Fibers and two variety entertainments. field and Carpenter, 1. w.; Miss Bar
This type of course will merit and ron, c. h.; Miss Weston, r. h.; Miss
will really need for its success the Brady, 1. h.; Miss Weeks, r. f. b.;
whole-hearted support o f everyone— Miss Plompton, 1. f. b.; Miss Mcstudents, faculty and citizens o f the Naught, g.
Referee:
Miss Annie Williams,
town. A detailed program o f the
course will be announced soon. Tickets Wheaton College. Time, four 8-minare 50c for single numbers or $1.50 ute periods.
for the entire course of six numbers,
The Easy Life.— “ You college men
and will be sold by competing student
teams on December 3 and 4— the Wed seem to take life pretty easy.”
“ Yes. Even when we graduate we
nesday and Thursday immediately
following the Thanksgiving vacation. do it by degrees.”

Furnishes Most Sensational Game
Ever Played on Andrews Field

Playing the most sensational and
hard-fought game ever seen on An
drews Field, Providence, R. I., New
Hampshire’s plucky gridmen held the
fast Brown eleven to a 6-0 score last
Saturday afternoon. Time after time
they repelled the furious onslaught of
the Bear team and time after time
they threw the Brown team on their
guard. Twice did the Brown aggre
gation sweep down to within the shad
ows of the New Hampshire goal, only
to have the ball fall into the hands of
New Hampshire’s sturdy men. Not
a forward pass worthy of note was
pulled by the Brown team, while the
Durham team sent shiver after shiver
up the Brunonians’ backs with their
clever forwards. Time after time
New Hampshire’s men broke through
the line to smear the brilliantly
planned plays of Brunonia.
“ DUTCH” THRILLS CROWD

GIRLS’ HOCKEY TEAM
WINS FROM TILTON

P r ic e , 6 C e n t s .

MSS ALICE WONG
TALKS1AT “Y. W.”
Chinese Student Tells of
Native Country’s Needs
INTERESTING TALK
Dressed in Native Costume She
Vividly Describes the Needs of
Her Homeland— Appeals for
Missionaries
Miss Alice Wong o f Canton, China,
and at present a junior at Boston Un
iversity, dressed in native costume
and describing vividly the customs
and needs o f her home land made the
seventy-five young women who at
tended the Y. W. C. A. meeting Wed
nesday evening, feel they were indeed
taking a trip into the Orient.
After completing her education in
this country, Miss Wong is going to
return to her own land and carry back
methods of western civilization, the
spirit of living democracy, and above
all she intends to help further the
teachings of Christianity.
ALLUDES TO BOXER CASE
She alluded to the Boxer rebellion,
the indemnities exacted by other na
tions and how the United States
turned over its indemnity for the ed
ucation o f Chinese young men and
women This means almost more than
one can realize to the future of China.
She described the lack of sanita
tion, the primitive customs, the super
stition and religion of the East. She
mentioned the smoky temples and the
worship o f hideous images. In a
comparison
of
Confucianism and
Christianity she said: “ The Bible
gives us a Comforter; the teachings
of Confucius are in negative form .”
In Pekin the Y. W. C. A. leased a
Buddhist temple, as it was difficult to
secure a building in’ which to meet,
but the Buddhist priests retained the
inner court. A t intervals a gong
could be heard striking. Upon in
quiring as to this, the Y. W. C. A.
secretary was told it was to awake
Buddha who was sleeping in the court.
At the next meeting the secretary em
phasized that the true God was a
living God, but Buddha although con
stantly called never awoke.
COPY THE MADONNA

In one Y. W. C. A. room hung a
beautiful picture of the Madonna. A
Chinese woman asked permission to
borrow it. She was allowed to do so,
and some time later she returned with
it and also a copy which she had
made, but on her picture she had rep
resented the Christ child as a Chinese
baby.
Miss Wong made a fervent appeal
for missionaries and in speaking of
native missionaries she referred to
Dr. Mary Stone, the well-known
woman, who established the first hos
pital in China.
Miss Wong spoke of the Silver Bay
conference as the one link between
CALENDAR OF EVENTS.
Clark. “ Is it true that bleaching the students here and foreign students all
over the country, and promised en
hair causes insanity?”
Nov. 26 College, closes at noon for
Powers: “ Well, I know many a fel thusiastically to meet the girls there
Thanksgiving recess. Opens 8 a. m. low who is crazy over a blonde.”
next summer.
Monday, Dec. 1.
Dec. 1 College opens 8 a. m. All
1921 Granite pictures (individual and
group pictures) and individual write
$25,000 FOR MEMORIAL A T H L E T IC FIELD
ups must be in. Engineering Club in
DeMerritt Hall. Agricultural Club,
At a recent meeting of the Alumni Council held at Durham plans
Morrill Hall.
were announced for the organization of a drive within the Alumni
Dec. 2. Faculty dancing.
Association to secure $25,000 for a Memorial Athletic Field. This
Dec. 4 Y. W. C. A. meeting,
fund will provide for a general athletic field for all branches of college
Smith Hall, 7 p. m. Economics Club
sport and will offer a most fitting memorial to those men o f New
meeting Library, 8 p. m. Student
S Hampshire College who gave their lives in the War. A bronze tablet
Dancing Class.
$ suitably inscribed will be erected on the entrance of the new field or
Dec. 5
Movies, Gym.
Dec.
6 Foreign Party at “ Y .” | on a large granite boulder located elsewhere on the college campus.
Hut for all students, 6-8 p. m. Casque
A survey of the present athletic field will be made by competent
and Casket Dance, 8 p. m., Gym.
1 engineers and their recommendations will be presented to the AssoDec. 12 All day Y. W. C. A. sale, £ ciation before the campaign is started. The work of developing the
“ Y .” Hut and entertainment.
necessary organization to raise this fund is being carefully outlined
Dec.
13 Informal, Gym.
by the Executive Committee and every member o f the Association
Dec. 15 Engineering
Club,
Dewill be included.
Merritt
Hall.
Agricultural
Club,
The great success of our athletic teams surely merits the unan
Morrill Hall.
imous support of the Alumni and this Memorial Fund provides just
Dec. 19 College Closes, 4 p. m.
that opportunity to serve New Hampshire and honor her sons who
New Hampshire vs. Portland A. C. at
have made the supreme sacrifice.
Portland.
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ing to hold the interest o f such an
audience.
It would therefore seem a wise
O f f ic ia l O r g a n of
T h e N e w H a m p s h ir e C ollege measure to have numbers of the lec
ture course given at Convocation. By
doing this all speakers would be
NEWS DEPARTMENT.
Managing Editor assured the courtesy o f an audience.
C h r i s . J . O ’ L e a r y , J r ., '2 0 ,
News Editor
A . S . B a k e r , ’ 21,
The problem thus simplified, which
Society Editor
M a r jo r ie S a x t o n , ’ 2 0,
Alumni Editor remains, is for the speaker to keep
J u d it h J e n n e s s , ’ 20,
Editorial Writer
R a e b u r n S . H u n t , ’ 2 1,
Exchange Editor his audience awake.
L o u is e B u r d e tt, ’ 2 1,

(U b f

S t a n l e y J . A l l i n g , '22
H . S . A bbott, ’20
B . M . D a v i s , ’ 21
M is s A l i c e K n o x , ’ 21
P r o f . H. H. S c u d d e r ,

Ufam palrirp

Athletic Editor
Reporters
Faculty Adviser

BUSINESS DEPARTMENT.
E. J . T h o m p s o n , ’ 2 0 ,
R o s c o e N o r t h e y , ’22,
P r o p . E. G e t c h e l l ,

Acting Bus. Manager
Asst. Bus. Manager
Faculty Adviser
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A CHANCE FOR IMPROVEMENT.

PSYCHIATRIST AT
CHAPEL EXERCISES
Dr. F. E. Williams
Discusses Insanity
DEFINES “ SHELL SHOCK”

Cites Startling Statistics— Classifies
Types o f Mental Disease— Ex
plains War-Neurosis— Traces
The Reverend E. R. Stearns, of
Development of Mental
Concord, N. H., who is the General
Abnormality
Secretary
of
the
Congregational
churches o f this state, was the guest
A most interesting address on an
o f the churches in this vicinity this unusual subject was given last Wed
past week. Dr. Stearns spoke at the nesday afternoon at the weekly chapel
Dover church in the morning and vis exercises, by Dr. Frankwood Williams
ited the young people o f the N. H. Y. of New York.
P. O. in the evening. Mr. Stearns
President R. D. Hetzel in introduc
is encouraged by the many steps ing the speaker said, “ It is, indeed,
taken in recent years toward the uni with a double pleasure that I intro
fication of many churches in small duce at this time Dr. Williams because
towns into one community church I discovered today that he was an
after the model o f the Durham church. old classmate of mine, back in my
According to Dr. Stearns no larger college days. The visitor has de
field for Christian service is to be voted his entire life to scientific
found anywhere more challenging study; and it is my wish that you
than the state o f New Hampshire.
gather from what he says, a number
The work among the boys and girls of things to think about.”
o f Durham is in a flourishing condi
A fter making a number o f an
tion. There are three boys’ clubs, nouncements, Dr. Hetzel then intro
the Yeomen of King Arthur led by duced the speaker, who took for the
Mr. Dabney, the K. O. K. A. led by subject o f his discussion, “ Mental
Mrs. Paine and the Adelphians a class Diseases.”
of high school boys led by Dr. H. L. SKEPTICAL BEFORE W AR
Howes. Miss
Cushing,
librarian,
Dr. Williams first spoke of how
and Miss Seever, the High School skeptical people were, before the war,
principal, are leaders in the girls’ about the seriousness o f students. The
work. The people of the community way students from all over the coun
can well pride themselves on the try responded when the call fo r help
work planned for the young people of went out, and the way in which they
the village.
undertook and solved difficult prob
CHURCH NOTES.

If any man less noted than Pres
ident Wilson were to speak in Morrill
Hall on a night when a picture show
or an informal was staged across the
way in the gymnasium, who could say
in which building the larger audience
would be found?
Last spring when Professor Bliss
Perry gave what was perhaps the
finest lecture that has been delivered
here in years, but a handful o f stu
E. McKENNEY IS NEW
dents were sufficiently interested to
MANAGER OF ORCHESTRA.
give him an audience. He was a per
At a recent meeting o f the College
sonal friend of Dr. McKay’s, who
must have experienced no little cha Orchestra held at the music rooms in
grin and embarrassment when he in Morrill Hall, Alfred E. McKenney, of
troduced him to the small gathering. Portland, Me., was elected manager to
Although Professor Perry had the succeed Frederick A. Weigel, ’20, re
reputation o f being an excellent signed.
In order that the manager may be
scholar, a polished gentleman, and an
accomplished speaker these qualities relieved of the work o f carrying on
wer not sufficient to draw an audi correspondence for the orchestra, a
ence o f college men. Give them the new office o f secretary-treasurer was
opportunity to see Douglass Fair created, and Errol S. Morse, ’21, of
banks or Mary Pickford on the Tilton, N. H .,-w as elected to this
screen and they will turn out en office.
The orchestra expects to take the
masse to gaze spellbound and remain
enraptured until, the last gun is fired, annual trip with the Glee Club during
the last villain captured, and the last Christmas vacation. The men who
beautiful girl is rescued from cap are to go on this trip have not been
tivity and gloriously married to her picked, so if students playing musical
seventh husband. But let the finest instruments will come out for the
speaker o f the land come to town, orchestra and rehearse with it, they
and unless the event is extensively will have just as good a chance as the
heralded, he will find his audience other members. Here is a chance to
show your college spirit!
not over-large.
The rehearsals are held in the music
Mr. Webber, who has twice given
excellent readings from Shakespeare’s rooms on the top floor of Nesmith
plays, must have gained by now an Hall on Friday afternoon at four
accurate estimate of what constitutes o’clock.
Every musician should be there Fri
the intellectual ideals o f the male stu
dents of this college, for in the first day afternoons.
audience, there were two men o f the
college, while in the second, there LECTURE GIVEN AT
RADIO CLUB MEETING.
were three.
Whatever have been the established
A t the regular meeting o f the Radio
and immovable convictions o f the
Club Monday evening, an interesting
male members o f the institution in
lecture was given by R. B. Meader,
regard to co-education, it cannot be
president, on “ Elementary Alternat
denied that the women o f the college
ing Currents as Applied to Modern
show intellectual and aesthetic tastes
Wireless Telegraphy.” About thirty
far superior to those held by the men
men were present and final plans
of the college.
were made for the wireless station
On Friday evening, October 10, the
which is to be established at this col
Girls’ Dramatic Club— the only dra
lege. The lecture scheduled for the
matic club in the college— offered an
next meeting is a review o f the
entertainment of fine quality, yet only
“ Theory o f Electric Waves and Their
a half dozen of the faculty and per
Production.”
haps a score o f men, were to be seen
in the audience.
‘FOREIGN” PARTY TO BE
It is a sad commentary upon our
GIVEN IN THE “ Y. HUT.
college life that the flaring motion
picture advertisements which grace
On Friday evening, December 6, at
our campus at conspicuous spots, are
8.00 o’clock, a “ foreign” party will be
an excellent index to the intellectual
given in the “ Y .” Hut, under the aus
activities of this college. It may be
pices of the Y. W. C. A. An enter
that there are a few archaic individ
tainment, in which scenes from fo r
uals who come here to get an educa
eign countries will be shown, is be
tion and to gain a knowledge of
ing planned, to be followed by games
things worth while. However, judging
and a general good time for all. ,
from the scholastic deficiences thus
far incurred, with many students
THE SONG OF THE
even studies are but an unavoidable
COMMONS WORKER.
abomination which in no case should
be allowed to interfere with the pur (Sung to the tune of “ I’m Forever
suit o f pleasure.
Blowing Bubbles.” )
It has been repeatedly demonstrated I’m forever breaking dishes
that students here are not particu Pretty dishes on the floor.
larly interested in hearing lectures, They fall so far
at least not in the evening. To some Like a shooting star
extent they are not to be blamed. Then like my dreams, no more they
Students are surfeited with lectures
are
and unless a man is an unusual speak I am always hiding
er who has something singularly Dishes that I ’ve dropped
interesting to say, he would do well For I ’m forever breaking dishes,
to think several times before attempt And it really must be stopped.

speaker, who cited the cases of men
with bodies o f persons twenty-five
years old, yet foresight and brain de
velopment o f children from one to
twelve years of age. He pointed out
that such people were easily influenced
had no judgment o f their own, and
consequently were a great menace to
society. This lack
of
intellectual
ability among many people is the
cause o f a great deal of crime.
In closing Doctor Williams said
that forgetting is an excellent means
of remedying any mental depression,
providing it is not used as a means
of dodging important questions. He
urged students to do all in their
power to maintain their own mental
health, by being frank with them
selves and with others, and instructed
them to always meet facts as facts
and never minimize important issues.
A fter wishing the student body a
happy Thanksgiving, president Het
zel called to the platform, Mr.
Dockum, the new vocal instructor,
who led the students in the singing
of “ Alma Mater.”
BOSTON MUSIC CO. PRAISES
DR. A. E. RICHARDS’ SONG.

“ Mr. Boogaman,” a three-part song
for both men’s and women’s voices,
composed by Dr. Alfred E. Richards,
and first published in 1913, is de
scribed in a pamphlet entitled “ New
Choral Music,” sent out by the Boston
Music Company as a “ clever little
number in negro dialect, involving
real humor.”
The latest song by Dr. Richards is
“ Mon P ’tit Soldat.” This is a threepart song for women’s voices and is
characterized in this pamphlet as
lems during the war, proved for all “ gay and cheery with an overseas’
time that they are capable o f handling flavor. This number is sure to be
great problems. Taking this for encored.”
granted, the speaker said he felt more
at ease talking to a student body now
COMMONS GIRLS’ DANCE.
than he did before the war.
The rainbow dance given by the
The visitor then told o f the havoc
that such diseases as typhoid and Commons girls Friday evening at “ T.”
and well
small-pox once played. Science pointed Hall was very original
the way; and these maladies were carried out. The hall was attractively
overcome. But while all scientific arranged with the corners made de
energy was being scoped on the con lightfully cozy by chairs, cushions,
quering o f these evils, a far greater and palms. Looped from the center
one, that o f mental diseases, was of the ceiling to all sides o f the gym.
steadily gaining an octopus grip on were strips of crepe paper o f rainbow
the nation. Due to a prejudice colors, and from the lights hung
against hospitals treating such cases bright colored baloons. Arrangements
and a misunderstanding of the condi were made for alternating green and
tion o f those afflicted, this disease has red lights.
For the favor dance a baloon with
been allowed to spread, apparently
a girl’s name attached to the end was
unmolested.
The speaker rapped those who con drawn by each man. For this special
sider that a certain amount of dis dance “ Bubbles” was played by the
made up of
grace goes with a mental disease, and orchestra, which was
emphasized the fact that there is no members o f the Kappa Sigma fra 
more disgrace in one’s having some ternity.
The chaperones were Mrs. B. M.
form of mental upheaval, than there is
in one’s having a broken limb. A Smith, Miss Beulah Bettell and Miss
person afflicted with such an illness Caroline Barstow.
The guests for the evening were:
is sick and should be treated as such.
Karl
Fowler, ’23, Frank Ladd, ’21,
TYPES DEFINED
Dr. Williams, continuing, described Harold Stevens, ’23, Donald Thomp
son, ’22, Edson Bailey, ’22, Harold
a few types of mental diseases.
“ The most common kind o f mental French, ’21, Theodore Crosby, ’22, El
insanity is that known as the ‘de mer Giles, ’23, Harry Mooney, ’22,
pressive stage,’ ” said he. “ Under Paul Gay, ’22, Frank O’Gara, ’23, Wm.
this heading comes two form s: namely, P. Batchelder, ’23, Gerald P. Evans,
Manic and Depressive, if you will re Chester Lane, ’23, Wallace Ackerman,
call the time when you were the hap ’20, Cecil Leath, ’22, Perley Perkins,
piest that you have ever been, when ’23, Gordon Crosby, ’22, Paul New
some good news had made you so comb, ’23, Irving Hedburg, ’21, Ron
overjoyed that you entirely lost your ald Campbell, ’23, James Gartzos of
Sanborn
Seminary, Kingston, and
self-control and danced around, in
such a manner as to cause an on Harry Prescott o f Concord.
looker, ignorant o f the cause of your
performance, to question your sanity; ENGINEERS LISTEN TO
DISCUSSION OF TELEPHONY.
if you will magnify your thoughts, on
this occasion, a thousand times you
At the regular meeting of the New
will know what is going on in the
Club held
mind of one suffering from manic Hampshire Engineering
Monday evening, November 17, Mr.
insanity.
“ On the other hand, the feelings Webb, representing the New England
you had when you received some Telephone Company in the district of
crushing news
magnified
several Dover, gave an illustrated lecture on
times will give you an idea o f how the the history o f the telephone. Lan
person afflicted with Depressive In tern slides represented not only the
instruments themselves but also many
sanity feels.”
of the men connected with the pro
SHELL SHOCK
gress of the telephone. The large
The doctor then took up the type
number of engineers who were pres
of mental disease which soldiers were ent showed no lack of interest in the
subjected to, known as W ar Neurosis. subject which was so well presented
This, he argued, was brought on, al both in words and pictures.
ways, by a fight in the soldiers’ brain
Another subject under discussion
between instinct and self-preserva was wireless telephony which is now
tion o f and conscious effort to brave advancing rapidly and will soon be of
personal danger. Instinct told the commercial value. Mr. Webb de
soldier that if he advanced accord scribed the limitations o f the present
ing to orders, he would be killed. equipment which however will soon
Although his desire to advance was be improved.
strong, his fear o f being killed and
The next meeting of the Engineer
fright caused by rumors from the ing Club will be held in the Gymnas
front was stronger and, as a result, ium next Monday evening. Moving
he broke down with “ shell shock.”
pictures illustrating the manufacture
DEVELOPMENT
of steel will be given and since the
The various stages o f mental de meeting is open, all those interested
velopment were discussed by the will be welcome.

SCIENTISTS HOLD
SECOND MEETING
Dr. H. L. Slobin and Dr. F. E. W il
liams Talk to Men— “ Mathematics
and “ Mental Hygiene” Discussed
The Academy of Science held a
meeting in the Physics Lecture Room
last Wednesday evening, Nov. 19.
The speakers at this meeting were
Dr. H. L. Slobin and Dr. Frankwood
E. Williams of New York. Dr. W il
liams is associate medical director of
the National Committee of Mental
Hygiene and also managing editor
of “ Mental Hygiene.”
“ MATHEMATICS”
Dr. Slobin spoke on the subject,
“ Mathematics.” “ I will speak
on
Mathematics and not in Mathematics”
said Dr. Slobin. “ Mathematics is a
term, not well defined, which once ap
plied to all scientific study. The ideal
of mathematics is to erect calculae
for every line o f reasoning and
thought.
“ Symbolism is necessary to the lan
guage of mathematics yet symbolism
cannot alone be used.
The figures
used in the subject o f mathematics
were really invented by the Hindus
and not the Arabs.
“ Mathematics is a symbolic logic,
a sequence of logical deductions. It
aiow s one to reason, by means of
symbols, upon the symbols, not allow
ing the mind to be troubled with the
meaning o f the symbols until the work
is completed and then the meaning of
them may be read.
“ Bertrand Russell said, ‘The defini
tion of mathematics is the class o f all
propositions. Mathematics is a sci
ence in which we do not know what
we are talking about or whether what
we say is true’
“ It is a science which has enlarged
the English language.
The present
time is the Golden Age of Mathe
matics. Mathematicians
which
do
not characterize their symbols are not
of the right stuff. True mathema
ticians are always artists, architects
and poets.”
DR. W ILLIAMS SPEAKS
“ No advance can be made in science
until ethical and moral judgment ere
done away with,” said Dr. Williams.
“ Shell shock was not what many peo
ple thought it to be, a shock upon the
nervous system, but is caused by dif
ferent diseases. It was the main
issue of the army during the recent
war to kill or otherwise make useless
as many of the enemy as possible.
“ It was the problem of the psy
chiatrist to make these shell-shocked
men ready again for the line. The
first method used was force* but that
did not work. Shell-shocked men
must not have ethical or moral judg
ment thrust upon them. The psy
chiatrist had to find out why the men
acted as they did so about eighty per
cent, of them were sent back to the
lines and their actions under fire
watched.
“ Many diseases have been neglected
because of moral judgment, veneral
diseases especially. We must have
ethical and moral judgment but these
should not exist between the phy
sician and patient. The time will
come when sociological and sexual or
homosexual affairs will be discussed
as readily as other ordinary subjects.
“ Gradually patients with
mental
diseases are being treated at the
earlier stages of the disease. The
time will come when mental advice
will be given to students. The head
is the part that runs us.”
A fter his lecture
Dr.
Williams
offered to answer any questions which
those present might desire to ask.
Mr. E. M. Massee, Head of the A c
counting Department of the General
Electric Company of Schenectady,
New York, was here last week for the
purpose of securing advanced students
in accounting and graduates o f New
Hampshire College for work with the
General Electric Co.

KING’S DINING ROOM
Meals Served at All Hours
We do our own cooking. Come here
for “ Things Like Mother Used to
Make.”
Next to Post Office
Prices Right

COSTAS’S BARBER SHOP
At the New Hampshire House
For N. H. College Students

a
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being played this week at Bates by
first and second class teams of the 1
three upper classes. About twentyfive girls from each of these classes
have been out for practice daily for
three months, and living under selfEntered Service
History of Library
As Aero-Mechanic imposed training rules. Field hockey
seems to become the most popular
Hamilton Smith original owner of
COMMISSIONED FROM RANKS sport for girls everywhere it is tried
out. It is a game that requires both Red Tower, was a grandson o f Judge
Valentine Smith whose portrait hangs
Ex-’IO Man Sailed for France with brain and brawn.
over the door into the library stack
First Aero Squadron— Promoted
room.
Hamilton Smith gave the col
CERCLE
FRANCAIS.
Abroad— Awarded Distinguish
lege $10,000, in honor o f his grand
ed Service Cross for Extra
Thursday evening, November 20, father which sum was used for the
ordinary Heroism in
The
the regular meeting of the Cercle Valentine Smith scholarships.
Action
Francais was held in the rest room at latter was a close friend and neighbor
Hall. The
following
new of Benjamin Thompson, the original
Captain Clearton H. Reynolds, ex- Smith
Eleanor benefactor o f the college.
’10, is another o f New Hampshire’s members were initiated:
Miss Mary Smith, Judge Smith’s
alumni, who has made a remarkable Sawtelle, ’22, Elizabeth McNulty, ’22,
daughter, was for many years li
Ethel
Woods,
’22,
Dorothy
Went
record
in
army
service
during
the
W e guarantee they are
war. While overseas he was com worth, ’21, Theodore Crosby, ’22, brarian of Durham Public Library
better values. Again, we
mander of several aero squadrons and Frederick Ordway, ’20, Lorin Paine, (without salary) and also president
assure you of very cour
was given the distinguished Service ’22, William Thompson, ’20, John of the Durham Library Association.
teous service by experi
Cross. Since returning to the Un Marshall ’21. Sandwiches, cookies and She saved the life o f her nephew,
Hamilton Smith, and on his death he
enced salesmen who will
ited States he has been connected cocoa were served.
left her $10,000 for a free town li
with the Operation Division o f the
see that you are fitted
brary. Through the efforts o f Pres
THE
COLLEGE
WOODS—
Air
Service
in
Washington
and
is
at
correctly.
— THAT —
AN APPRECIATION. ident Gibbs, seconded by Albert Depresent Commanding Officer o f the
Merritt of the board of trustees of
88th Aero Squadron at Langley Field,
For the best shoes made
Nicholas Richard Casillo, ’22.
New Hampshire College, Andrew Car
Hampton, Va.
negie was induced to double the gift.
we’re at your service.
PROMOTED FROM RANKS
When I was a boy— No, I won’t-say
You’ll find here the most
Capt. Reynolds entered the service that, for I ’m a boy still, and I hope This $30,000 erected the present but.'i
ing and the state appropriated $10,000
as an aero-mechanic in May, 1916. He I may always be— but when I was a
Choice
and Exclusive
for the furnishings.
was
given
flying
training
soon
after
Fall Styles in Shoes for
“ little feller,” say, and lived near the
During the Christmas vacation in
his enlistment in the First Aero winding river and shadowy woods,
Young
Women
and
Squadron, New York National Guard. and dreamed big dreams, and ate 1906 the 10,000 volumes owned by the
Durham Library Association and the
Young Men.
In the fall of that year he was made three square meals a day, with
Acting Officer in Charge of Inspection Mother’s cookies in between, and slept town, with the 12,000 volumes o f tne
college library were moved into the
and Tests, Signal Corps, Aviation ten blessed, oblivious hours out of
Station, at Mineola Flying Field, Long every twenty-four; when I was just new stacks for the free use o f every
body in Durham. The college was to
Island, N. Y.
a curious, probing youngster, with pay all expenses, the town giving $25
Not long after he received the ap curly hair and freckled nose, and a
yearly for the purchase o f new books.
pointment Mr. Reynolds was com problem to my parents and a nuisance
In Dr. Scott’s recitation room hang
missioned First Lieutenant, A ir Ser to the neighbors— I owned a wonder S U C C E S S O R TO R O B E R T S ’ B RO S.
three portraits, Benjamin Thompson
vice Signal Corps, U. S. R., and was treasure house, I own it still, in mem
in the center, Major Mellen once town
assigned to duty with the Regular ory. It was the forest, a place of
Lower Square,
Dover, N. H.
Army as officer in Charge Inspection brown shadows sprayed with a mist librarian, at his right and Captain
Andrew Simpson, former owner of the
and Tests at Mineola.
of green and gold and purple, with present parsonage, at his left. Cap
In June, 1917, Capt. Reynolds, then white streams laid across it like God’s
a Lieutenant, was ordered to join the finger holding it for me. It was a big tain Simpson’s widow left to the Dur
MRS. E. J. MICHEL
First Aero Squadron for overseas ser treasure house and stretched a long, ham church, her home and to the li
brary association, a sum o f money
vice as a pilot. Two months later he long way; but every treasure I dis
which is still held by them for the
sailed
for
France,
where
he
performed
The ONE Milliner
covered there was well worth the own purchase o f so-called popular books.
the duties of pilot and adjutant o f the
ing.
Other funds belonging to the associ
First Aero Squadron for a period of
370 Central Avenue,
Dover, N. H.
Then there came a day when I left ation were handed over to the college
four months.
it all to try and make some of those to be invested in books at the dis
MADE CAPTAIN
dreams, dreamed in shadowy woods, cretion of the librarian. The library
THE
On November 17, 1917, Lieut. Rey come true. It was my ambition to
now has over 35,000 volumes, with a
nolds was recommended for promotion make others believe— as I believe—
permanent fund capable of insuring
to the grade o f Captain and became that the open spaces hold much
steady growth.
First-class Work Guaranteed
commander of the 91st Aero Squad worth winning: Peace, Poise o f Mind,
Great credit is due to the Smith
DISCOUNT TO STUDENTS
ron.
Health, and the Wonders o f Nature. family and also to Dr. Clarence W.
Later Captain Reynolds became an So every day for months I looked for
360 Central Avenue,
Dover, N. H.
Scott, who for many years gave his
AND CREAM
active pilot and flight commander. ward to my return to those old haunts
time and efficient loving service as
These duties he carried out until A ug of shadow, living streams and whis librarian both in Hanover and in
Central Plumbing
All Dairy Products
ust 1, 1918, when he became attached pering leaves. And when, at last, I Thompson Hall where the college li
and Heating Co.
to the 104th Aero Squadron as its turned again toward my treasure
brary occupied the rooms now used by
J. P. MURPHY, MGR.
Commanding Officer. As commander >house, no tired boy ever ran more
the Home Economics department and
Our Motto: Quality, Price, Service Executive Offices and Chemical and of the squadron he served with the
happily home at night than I.
the President’s offices.
3 Orchard Street,
Dover, N. H.
Bacteriological Laboratories.
First American Army at St. Mihiel
They were all mine once more,
Judge Smith’s son, Mr. Joshua Bal
and in the Meuse-Argonne.
those old loved places. The wide, lard Smith also at one time town li
Dr. F. I. Reynolds Dr. R. K. Hodgkins
494 RUTHERFORD AVENUE,
rush-hemmed stream with its reg- brarian, is still living in the beautiful
CITED FOR GALLANTRY
BOSTON, MASS.
Having been recommended in No winged blackbirds whistling their joy old homestead opposite Red Tower
vember for the Medal of Honor Cap from nodding cattails; the groves of and is Durham’s oldest inhabitant.
DENTISTS
tain Reynolds was awarded the Dis oak and birch and maple, moss car
NEW BOOKS.
tinguished Service Cross with the fo l peted and sighing in unison to the
440 Central Avenue,
Dover.
lowing citation for gallantry in action: warble of forest birds; the long rest
France, 6th December, 1918. ful aisles lifting to the hills of velvet Barnett, H. O. Canon Barnett, his
DAIRY EXPERTS
life, work and friends. By his
Captain Clearton H. Reynolds, (Pilot) green; the crystal brooks that gurgled
CHARLES F. SMITH
wife. Canon Barnett was a pioneer
as they curved and swept towards the
A. S. No. 1728.
Merchant Tailor
in settlement work.
B B261
Dr. W. W. Hayes
Dr. E. A. Shorty For extraordinary heroism in action dark green tangle of cedars and tam
near Romange, France, 9 Oct. ’18. aracks. And in the still waters of Burnham, C. L. In apple-blossom
Cleaning, Pressing and Repairing
Although weather conditions made tht sunlit pool, I saw the spotted
time.
B966i
flying exceedingly dangerous, Captain trout leap with unabated spirit; I Clifford, Mrs. W. K. Miss Fingal.
440 Central Avenue,
Dover, N. H.
C638m
Reynolds with his observer, started on heard the partridge drum from the
Strafford Banks B’ld’g.
Tel. 61-1. a mission to determine the position of upland, and then the harvest moon Gibson, Thomas. Simple principles
of investment.
332 G451
the front line troops o f the division strange and unreal, swam up from be
to which his squadron was attached. hind the fringe of silhouetted pines. Marot, Helen. Creative impulse in
Work Satisfactory
Service Prompt
♦
DANCING
industry. A timely and significant
Flying at an altitude of twenty-five
But these joys lasted only for a
Every Saturday Night
book.
371.42 M355
meters, they encountered and defeated short time. From these I was whisked
Tel 307-M
BANQUET HALL
P968g
three enemy patrols, gathered and de away to an entirely different but fas Prouty, O. H. Good sports.
Russell, Bertrand. Proposed
roads
livered to division headquarters very cinating picture, college
life.
And
City Building, Dover, N. H.
to freedom: socialism, anarchism
valuable information.
coupled
with
this
I
discovered
that
Waldron Street, Corner Central Avenue
Allen’s Banjo Orchestra
and syndicalism.
335 R961
In March, 1919, Capt. Reynolds re goodly stretch of lordly spruce and
i
turned from overseas to duty in Op pine, where purple lights and golden Spargo, John. Bolshevism: the en
emy of political and industrial de
erations Division Office, Director of painted moss-carpet and fern; a little
Merchants’ National Bank Air Service, Washington.
mocracy.
947.091 S836
further, a wide rolling meadow, and
FRED C. SMALLEY
DOVER,
NEW HAMPSHIRE
At the present time Captain Rey the limpid brook now meandering, Panderlip, F. A. What happened to
Europe.
330.9409 P235
Capital $100,000
Surplus $50,000 nolds is the Commanding Officer of and then rushing through this mini
Granite and Marble
Wilde, Oscar. Plays.
822 W672 4v
the 88th Aero Squadron, Langley ature wonderland.
Small Accounts Solicited
Field,
Hampton,
Va.
You
lovers
of
the
great
out-ofSafety Deposit Boxes for Rent
Dover, N. H.
Portsmouth, N. H.
doors, who have slept beneath the
PRESS |
stars with the lisping music of leaves | THE R ECOR D
TH E MEDIUM OF
for your lullaby; you can find it here
Henry K. Dow, Prop.
Our Fall and Winter Coats, Suits, Dresses, Skirts and
again; and the events are the same
EXCHAN GE.
as you knew along those old by-ways.
Shirt Waists Are the Best
The College Woods hold for you
The University of Rochester is just those charms of yesterday, whether I *
Come in and let us show them to you. The Dry Goods Store
Specialists in catering to all
starting a drive for a $1,000,000 en your sojourn there be in spring, sum- ®
kinds of Printing Wants—
that keeps what you want.
Printers of The New Hamp
dowment fund.
mer, autumn or winter. I know that *
shire.
At Connecticut a new organization I have turned to this playground S
w
called the Cosmopolitan Club has been every season of the year and it is hard * PORTLAND ST., ROCHESTER, N . H.
Residence Phone, 88-3
formed to furnish recreation and so to say which season I enjoyed best. ifi Tel., !-2
!fi
cial
life
to
all
non-fraternity
men
and
It is a wonderful privilege to journey
Dover, N. H.
Franklin Square,
to see that they are adequately rep back to the Used-to-Be, to relive old
Suits cleaned and pressed. Second
resented in college affairs.
joys anew. You, who have left some
Plans are being developed for or- treasured spot back home, find it hand clothes bought and sold. Kid
Cook’s Stationery Store
ganizing a union non-sectarian college again in the College Woods. This gloves cleaned.
STATIONERY, BOOKS, PICTURE
church, and building a chapel on the much I can promise you: you will find
Walk-Over Shoe Store
PETER NICHOL
FRAMING, MILITARY GOODS
it there, and you will go back to it
campus.
H ARRY E. HUGHES
Exeter,
New Hampshire
Hockey championship games
are again.
Dover, N. H.
On the Bridge,
Dover, N. H. 426 Central Avenue,

OUR STANDARD

C. H. REYNOLDS
HAD GOOD RECORD

L IB R A R Y

Is to sell better shoes than other stores sell
for the same price.

Our Men’s Shoes
at $7.50 to $15
Women’s Shoes
at $6.50 to $14

SHOE STORE
SATISFIES!

COLBY'S SHOE STORE

HORTON STUDIO

H. P. HOOD & SONS
DENTISTS

PRINTERS

BYRON F. HAYES

WALK OVER SHOES
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“ Ink” Williams let out a wierd
nor kicked off to Brown and the period
NEW HAMPSHIRE HOLDS
shriek every time he came around.
ended.
STRONG BROWN TEAM
------------- N. H. ------------SECOND HALF
TO LONE TOUCHDOWN.
“ Doc” was hard to stop when he
THIRD PERIOD
got that forward.
Continued from Page Ont.)
New Hampshire kicked off and Je
------------- N. H. ------------mail ran it back from his own 8 to his
Both teams were weak on receiving
forwards, ends dropping the ball sev
far and even against the wind, he was 27-yard mark. By short gains and eral times.
There’s a whole lot of College Yell to our suits for
hard
plunging
Brown
made
three
first
able to outkick Doody, and without
------------- N. H. ------------young men this season. They can be a little noisy and yet
doubt, this factor was the only thing downs and reached the N. H. 37-yard
New Hampshire’s interference was
line. Here Brown was penalized 15 wretched, while Brown’s was of the
that kept Brown from scoring more
be in good taste and good style. The conservative is in the
often. “ Dutch’s” tackling was also yards and was forced to punt. The best.
discard for the time being. One of our leadeis foi men is a
------------- N. H. ------------of the highest caliber; time after time ball went almost straight into the air,
Where was “ Ducker” when the
and
went
outside
on
New
Hampshire’s
form fitting suit at $35.00, in a fancy mixture, single or
he would dive and down some elusive
a tail-lights went out?
Brown back, and twice he downed the 4-yard line. Doody intercepted
------------- N. H. ------------double breasted, patch or slash pockets; with individuality
receiver of his own kicks. Gadbois, forward at midfield; Jemail went off
Jemail and Moody hit the line hard
left tackle for first down and Coulter and made most of Brown’s gains.
in every line.
Bell and Graham played well also.
around left end for another. Doody
------------- N. H. --------------For Brown, Jemail and Moody were
made a yard and Leavitt smeared the
Brown’s ‘weak” line failed to mathe principal ground gainers, while
next play for a 5-yard loss. Jemail terialize.
“ Ink” Williams turned in many fine
----- N. H. ------------made a yard and was injured, Shutackles as well as several gains.
Seven
won
and two lost is not so
Our shirt department has always been one of the
pert replacing him. With 13 to go,
bad.
FIRST
PERIOD
Doody
dropped
back
to
the
38-yard
hobbies of this store, and you’ll find our Fall assortment is
------------- N. H. ------------Brown kicked off to Connor on his line to try a drop, but “ Dewey”
the limit for good values and big variety.
own 15-yard line and he ran it back blocked the kick, and “ Doc” Bell re MANY ALUMNI SEE
10. McKenney made 4, Davis 1, and covered for New Hampshire. An in
BROWN HELD 6-0
“ Dutch” got off a nice boot to the completed forward, and Brown inter
Brown 18-yard line, Coulter ran it cepted a long pass, this time Williams Gather From All Parts of Southern
New England and Eastern New
back to his own 26-yard mark. Brooks capturing the ball. In three first
York to See Team Play—
and Jemail each made 3, and “ Ink” downs, Brown marched from their
Give Wonderful Support
Williams, on an end around lateral own 43-yard line to the New Hamp
— Other Notes
pass, made 6 for first down. New shire’s 8-yard mark. The Blue and
White defense
fought
stubbornly,
Hampshire
held,
and
Brown
punted;
DOVER, N. H.
436-438 Central Avenue,
More than fifty alumni gathered in
however N. H. was penalized for hold Gadbois and Connor tackling sav
ing on this play, and it was Brown’s agely, and finally Brown lost the ball Providence last Saturday to see New
play
Brown.
Among
ball on the N. H. 38-yard line. Doody on downs on the 2-yard line. Davis Hampshire
smashed through for 12 yards and a made 4 and Connor punted to mid those present were the following: T.
CHARLES S. LAN G LEY
LESTER L. LANGLEY first down but then New Hampshire’s field. Coulter ran •the kick back to G. Sughrue, ’11, L. A. Pratt, ’09, M.
defense stiffened, and Doody dropped the 30-yard line where he fumbled, A. Pike, ’05, I. C. Perkins, ’12, Brack
back to try a field goal. The ball but a Brown man recovered on the 35- ett Fernald, ’15, L. E. Pierce, ’11, John
Dealers in
went low and wide, and McKenney yard mark. Line smashing gave them Robinson, ’12, “ Beau” Jenness, ’13,
LUMBER, COAL, WOOD, GRAIN, H A Y , FLOUR, LIME, stooped and picked it up on his own a first down, but they lost the ball on L, P. Philbrick, ’17, N. S. Bryron, ’16,
CEMENT, ETC.
15-yard line, and sped down the field downs once more on the 18-yard line, “ Phil” Batchelder, ex-’18, “ Chuck”
to midfield before he was forced out when “ Dewey” Graham smeared the Sanborn, P. E. Tubman, ’13, and
side. “ Dutch” was stopped and then play for a four-yard loss and the wife, P. C. Crosby, ’12, Ray (Bryson)
Fernald, ’16, John C. Kendall, ’04,
threw a forward; Brooks, the Brown period ended.
Irene Huse, ’ 18, Ralph Nevers, ’18,
halfback, knocked the ball into “ Doc” FOURTH PERIOD
Reardon and “ Dutch” made 2 apiece “ Bill” Dudley, ’17, W. A. Osgood, ’14,
Bell’s arms and he made 5 yards more
Wholesale and Retail Dealer in
before he was downed and a first and after an unsuccessful pass, Con “ Gam” Gamash, ’15, Elmer Sanders,
down on Brown’s 33-yard line. Brooks nor kicked to the Brown 30-yard line. ’18, “ Les” Merrill, ’18, Frank Bills,
was hurt, and was replaced by Moody. Brown made a first down, but ’09, A. B. White, ’19, Roy Revene, ’19,
New
Hampshire
In
the first play, the latter intercepted fumbled at midfield, and Gadbois re L. M. Richmond, ’19, E. Little, ’15,
Dover,
a forward on his own 25-yard line covered. Graham was knocked out and Irene Hall, ’19.
and reached New Hampshire’s 47-yard an this play, but was able to continue
MR. V. M. BENNETT GOES
mark before being downed. Williams after a short while. The Blue and
TO BOSTON UNIVERSITY.
White
then
opened
up
and
Davis
made
made 6 on a lateral pass, and Jemail
WHOLESALERS AND RETAILERS OF
went through for 10 and first down on 7 on a forward from Butler, after two
Mr. Victor M. Bennett, instructor in
New Hampshire’s 29-yard line. Once incompleted passes. Brown was off accounting here, leaves this week for
more the Blue and White defense side and was penalized 5; first down Boston University, where he will
for N. H. on Brown’s 37-yard line.
assume the position of Instructor in
5 Silver Street stiffened, and Brown was forced to
41 Locust Street
23 Ham Street
give up the ball on the 20-yard line. Dutch” made 3, and a forward, But accounting at the College of Business
“ Dutch” was thrown for a four-yard ler to Davis netted 3 more. A long Administration, on December 1. Mr.
CLYDE L. WHITEHOUSE loss and then punted to midfield. pass to Lundholm w^s incompleted, Bennett came here last February to
Williams and Jemail made a first down and “ Dutch” tried a drop from the take the place left vacant by Conda J.
Optician
and Albright speared a forward for 40-yard line. Brown brought it out to Ham. The best wishes of all go with
— Lunches at All Hours — Eyes Tested, Glasses Fitted and another. Williams made 4 on an their 20-yard line and after two short Mr. Bennett in his new work.
Repaired.
other lateral pass, and after an in gains, punted to the N. H. 40-yard
Courses here in accounting have de
Tobacco, Confectionery and 450 Central Avenue,
Dover, N. H. completed pass, Albright got his sec line. New Hampshire failed to gain,
veloped
rapidly in the last few years.
Entrance Next to Hopkins.
Ice Cream
ond forward for first down on the N and Connor punted to Coulter on the Only a short while ago there were but
H. 10-yard line and the period ended 18-yard line. The latter ran it back few students taking the courses. Mr.
20 yards. Shupert in two
rushes
Leighton’s Barber Shop
Conda J. Ham developed the work
SECOND PERIOD
reached New Hampshire’s 43-yard
from its infancy here and between
Williams
made
5
on
a
lateral
pass
No waits in his shop as he always
line. Lundholm recovered a Brown
Mr. Ham’s departure and Mr. Ben
has chairs enough to accommodate the but the next play was smeared for
fumble on the next play on New
TRY OUR SPECIAL
nett’s
arrival the courses were set
yard loss. Fox replaced Coulter at Hampshire’s 30-yard line. Brown re
crowd.
SUNDAY DINNER.
quarter and tried a forward pass that covered a New Hampshire fumble and back to their former state. However
was incompleted. With the wind at made a first down, but lost the ball upon Mr. Bennett’s arrival new organ
his back, and standing on his own 15 on downs on the 20-yard line. A fter ization of the work began and courses
in Banking, Business Correspondence,
yard line, he missed a simple field two
unsuccessful
passes,
Davis
Business Arithmetic, Rapid Calcula
goal.
He
was
almost
directly
in
ASSETS $7,592,578.85
speared a pass from Butler for 23 tion and Business Organization and
front
o
f
the
goal
posts.
New
Hamp
yards and Reardon got another which
Deposits Placed on Interest Monthly
That
shire failed to gain in three downs and placed the ball -on Brown’s 40-yard Management were introduced.
------- A t 4 per cent, per Annum --------“ Dutch” punted to the Brown 36-yard line. Another long pass went bad they have met with success is indi
N E W HAMPSHIRE.
DOVER,
line, and “ Smiles” Leavitt downed Fox and Adams interrupted on his own cated by the number of students in the
courses which number has risen from
in his tracks. Jemail and Moody 20-yard line, and the game ended.
35 last year to 110 this year.
made
5
apiece
for
first
down;
but
SUPPLIES FOR STUDENTS
The summary:
Brown lost the ball on downs on the New Hampshire
Brown
Note our line of camera films, pencils, stationery, note books, New Hampshire 37-yard line. Con
Leavitt, 1. e.
r. e., Albright
nor smashed through right tackle on
electric goods and general supplies.
(McSweeney)
a fake kick for 9 yards. Davis made Gadbois, 1. t.
r. t., Gulian
S. EDGERLY, The General Store
Paramount-Artcraft Pictures
a half a yard, and “ Dutch” made
Bell, 1. g.
r. g., Nichols (capt.)
N
E
W
HAMPSHIRE.
first
down.
Davis
was
stopped
and
Saturday Matinee, 2.45
DURHAM,
Harvell, c.
c., Hoving
after two
incompleted
forwards
(Brace)
Dover, N. H.
“ Dutch” punted outside at the Brown Graham (capt.), r. g.
We Are Planning on Giving You
1. g., Brace
3-yard line. Doody punted to mid
(Lovejoy)
(Lathrop, Shurtleff)
A loaf of Butter Krust that resembles your Mother’sbread field and Butler made 4 before he was Batchelder,
r. t.
1. t., Sinclair
Guaranteed to be made from pure milk, pure cane sugar, pure downed. “ Dutch” gained a scant two
(Johnstone)
Don’t Fail to Patronize the
(Hazeltine)
yards, and after two incompleted for
1. e., Williams
flour, pure shortening, pure salt and pure yeast.
Anderson, r. e.,
IDEAL
BOWLING ALLEYS
wards attempted a field goal while
(Lundholm)
AND BARBER SHOP OF
M. & M. BAKERIES
standing on his own 47-yard line. The
q. b., Coulter
Butler q. b.
New Hampshire ball went high and soared over the
(F ox)
T. W.SCHOONMAKER
Dover,
goal line about 15 yards to the left of
r. h. b., Jemail
McKenney, 1. h. b.
FIRST CLASS WORK
posts. Moody went through
(Shupert)
(Reardon)
V IC T R O L A S
G R A F O N O L A S the
the first play for 13 yards but N. H
1. h. b., Brooks
Davis, r. h. b.
AT T. TH E LATEST RECORDS
held on the next three plays, and
(Moody, Adams)
Sheet Music
.
„
J Stationery Brown was forced to punt. “ Dutch
f. b., Doody
Connor, f. b.
Everything in Greeting Cards
and McKenney failed to gain, and
Score: Brown, 6. Touchdown, Wil- FUNERAL
DIRECTORS
“ Dutch” punted to Fox on the Brown liams. Referee: A. J. Noble, Am 
W . C . S P A U L D IN G
Auto Service
Center Street,
Exeter, N. H. 45-yard line. The Brown sub quarter herst. Umpire: W. S. Connell, Tufts.
New Hampshire.
zigzagged his way to New Hamp Linesman, J. B. Pendelton, Bowdoin. Dover,
shire’s 32-yard line. Jemail made 9
Time: 4 15-minute periods.
>t<
and Doody V2 . Hazeltine replaced
Batchelder. “ Murk” was somewhat
PUNTS AND DROPS.
rattled and asked one of his team
The lowest score that New Hamp
mates to swap headguards. Because
If you cannot call, mail us your orders, We will shop as of this slip, New Hampshire was pen shire has ever held Brown to.
Washington St.,
Dover, N. H.
------------- N. H. ------------carefully as though you were here in person. Prompt attention alized 15 yards, and it was Brown
“ Blind Baggage” was the means of
ball
with
first
down
on
the
8-yard
given all orders. Good Values in Students Furniture.
transportation for several of New
line. Jemail made a yard and “ Ink Hampshire rooters.
HIGGINS’ ICE CREAM
------------- N. H. ------------Williams took the ball over on a lat
“ Doc” Bell and Batchelder spent
eral pass. Fox punted out to A1
PUT UP IN A LL FORMS
bright, but Nichols missed the goal the evening in a box at the theatre,
A. F. HIGGINS, Prop.
and were recipients of many fond
N E W HAMPSHIRE. There was just 25 seconds to play looks from members of the chorus.
DOVER,
136
Water
St.,
Exeter
when the touchdown was made. Con
------------- N. H. -------------

TO THE COLLEGIAN

FRANK W. HANSON
C. S. LANGLEY &. SON
TRUCKING

E. J . Y O R K

Lumber, Grain and Coal of all Kinds

CARTLAND GROCERY & PROVISION CO.
GROCERIES AND PROVISIONS

GRANT’S

LEIGHTON’S CAFE

STRAFFORD SAVINGS BANK

w.

NEW

STR A N D

TASKER & CHESLEY

» *fr»****»>
|<*******»*********************************
Out-of-Town Customers

L MORRILL FURNITURE CO.

ORPHEUM THEATRE
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N E W S Y ITEMS
OF T H E ALU M N I.

EFFICIENCY
The De Laval Cream Separator is
the most efficient means of separat
ing cream from milk. It skims to a
trace, not only under ideal conditions
but under ordinary farm conditions.

|

The De Laval is effi
cient
because
over
forty years’ experience
in m a n u f a c t u r i n g
cream separators has
brought out the best
construction in every
detail. That is why the
De Laval skims close,
turns easy and handles
the milk and cream
quickly.
The De Laval service
is also efficient. Thous
ands of agents and
salesmen are selected
for their ability to give
intelligent and prompt
separator service.
More De Lavals in
use than of all other
makes combined.
For further informa
tion,

See the local De Laval agent, or, if you don’t know
him, write to the nearest De Laval office as below

THE DE LAVAL SEPARATOR CO.
165 Broadway

29 East Madison Street

61 Beale Street

NEW YORK

CHICAGO

SAN FRANCISCO

H. F. Judkins, ’11, writes to the
New Hampshire: “ I have left the
Dairy Department of Iowa State Col
lege to take up similar duties here at
Massachusetts Agricultural College.
Steer the New Hampshire this way,
quickly, and I would like the write-up
o f the game with M. A. C. if you have
one left. Unfortunately I got back
east just a week too late to see it.
Am rooting for old N. H. to go
through without defeat.”
Priscilla Benson, ’19, is teaching in
the Medway High School, Mass.
Roger D. Hutchins’ ex-’20, was mar
ried to Miss Ruby Berry, of Northwood Center, on November 10. Mr.
Hutchins has been in the service the
past year. The couple will reside at
Northwood Ridge.
Irene Hall, ex-’19, who is studying
at Boston University, writes to the
New Hampshire: “ You are getting
out some fine copies this year. I par
ticularly enjoy your “ snappy” edi
torials.
“ Bill” Wheeler, ’19, is with the
United States Forestry Service at
Camp Wallace, Stanking, N. H.
Elizabeth
Center,
ex-’18, and
Marian Gilson, ’18, spent the week-end
in Durham.
Edward E. Bartlett, ’19, is with the
American Telephone and Telegraph
Co., Boston. He writes to the New
Hampshire: “ I am very much pleased
to see the good showing that N. H.
is making in football and cross coun
try this season.”
“ Chipper” Parker, ’15, is submaster
in the High school at Houlton, Me.,
and teaches physics, chemistry and
mathematics, besides coaching ath
letics. Incidentally his football team
is one of the best in Aroostook county.

Miss Irene C. Bourdon, ex-’21, of
Manchester, N. H., who is now a stu
dent at the University o f Maine, has
been elected secretary o f the Massa
CAPITAL $100,000
SURPLUS $300,000
chusetts Club, o f the college. This
club is composed of all students re
siding outside o f the state of Maine.
DOVER, N. H.
The Club is now arranging a big getSafe Deposit Boxes for Rent. American Bankers’ Association Travelers together meeting in Boston, Christ
Checks for Sale.
mas week.
“ Monk” Bauer, ex-’22, writes from
New York City, where he is now lo
PATRONIZE
cated, and says that he expects to
come back to college next year.
H. S. Benson, ’16, was at the
For Pop Corn, Cigars, and Cookies. Fine Confectionery
Brown
game. He lives in Providence
a Specialty. Try Our College Ices.
and is running a large coal business.
M AIN STREET,
DURHAM, N. H.
George E. Nichols, ex-’21, is in
Hopedale, Mass. He is married and is
F. H. LOUGEE & SON
an assistant superintendent in the
Draper textile mills.
Jewelers
“ Les” Andrews, ex-’22, writes from
LAD IES’ W RIST W ATCH ES, $15.00 to $38.00. Come to Chicago, where he is working as a
Lougee’s for jewelry repairs.
salesman in the dry goods business.
Dover, N. H. It is hoped that he will be back next
388 Central Avenue,
spring.
Leonard Philbrick, ’17, is located in
Boston. He is connected with a dye
THAT OLD SUIT
concern.
E. A. Paul, 2-yr. ’14, was here
which you were going to discard al
lately. He is New England distrib
together will not appear like the
same thing after being cleaned,
utor of Nash cars and trucks. His
pressed and done over by the Ameri
present address is 640 Commonwealth
can Dye House cleaners. This is only
Avenue, Boston.
an instance o f why it pays to have
your garments cared fo r by us. Your
Neal D. Andrews, 2-yr.
’16, of
attire will look better, last longer and
Canaan, N. H„, was a recent visitor.
give you much greater satisfaction
He is farming at home.
than if neglected and allowed to grow
shabby.
Abner J. Cutting, 2-yr. ’16, spent
the week-end o f Nov. 8 in Durham.
He is now employed by the Interna
tional Harvester Co. as agent in
^ 472 Central, Ave., Dover,
Tel. 272M
Portland, Me.
Somersworth Phone, 204-2
Henry Colby, 2-yr. ’15, was in town
Ilately. He is official mixer of the
Jersey Ice Cream Co. of Lawrence,
IMass.
A. Erlon Mosher, 2-yr. ’14, came
back for the Maine game. His home
is in Portland, where he is running
his father’s farm.
William MacGrath, 2-yr. ’16, has
recently returned from France and is
farming near Concord, N. H.

STRAFFORD NATIONAL BANK
R U N L E T T ’S

AMERICAN DVE HOUSE

T h e College B oys and Girls
of Exeter

Are Asking why we don't see the College
Boys and Girls of New Hampshire College
at our BUNDLE SALES every Saturday.
We want to see you. Will you come?

T H E NOVELTY SHOP
W. A. SHIPLEY, Prop.
65 Water St.,

Telephone 7-8

Exeter, N. H.

QUICK SERVICE AND COURTESY

Robert MacKensie, 2-yr.
’15, re
turned to see the game with Maine.
He has a fine position with Wason and
MacDonough, a large milk concern in
Boston.
Dean C. E. Hewitt, ’93, is certainly
using all modern means in his edu
cational program for the War De
partment. Last week he was anxious
to make a quick survey of the six
square miles o f area occupied by
Camp Gordon at Atlanta,
Ga., in
order to secure the necessary data
from which to lay out a permanent

6

|camp. He telegraphed to Washing COMPLETE RETURNS
ton for an aeroplane and suitable
OF RED CROSS DRIVE
cameras with which to make the sur
vey. Dean Hewitt thinks there are
Students Alone Contribute More Than
great possibilities for this quick
Town’s Quota— Dr. Richards
method of making preliminary sur
Thanks Student Council for
veys and he is planning to introduce
Co-operation
the development of this new method,
as one of the courses offered in the
Final tabulation o f the receipts
educational program at Camp Gor from the Red Cross drive shows that
don.
Durham as a whole, both town and
college, contributed generously to
MISS FLETCHER
make the campaign an unqualified
TO COME HERE success. The town and faculty sub
scribed to 247 memberships and gave
Divisional District Nurse of Red Cross in addition $161 for the National
Fund; and the student body’s sub
Accepts Call to Durham— Health
scriptions amounted to 387 member
Center Established Here As
ships, without counting those o f 18
Reward to Women of
or 20 students who have signed the
Town
subscription lists, but have not yet
The women of the town of Durham paid their dues.
are about to receive partial reward
The fraternities made a fine record,
for the splendid work which they did all but two backing the drive 100 per
during the war as members of the cent. S. A. E. did remarkably well,
Local Chapter of the Red Cross. This as it was the first to report, and gave
wonderful humanitarian organization not only its full quota but $8 besides.
which has
recently
completed
a
By giving $387, the student body
$15,000,000 Fund drive desires to con contributed $40 more than the full
tinue its good work during times of quota of the town; this quota being
peace as well as in times of war. To based on figures taken when the col
accomplish this end the Red Cross is lege was small. Last year 90 girls
attempting to increase the scope of and two men contributed, making a
its home-service departments and is total with the town o f 325 subscrip
organizing throughout the United tions. As the S. A. T. C. was not or
States health centers in various com ganized, it could not be solicited.
munities.
DISTRICT NURSE HERE
DURHAM RECEIVES PORTION
Of the total receipts from the drive
A portion of the funds from the re $392 will be forwarded to the Central
cent drive have been appropriated for Red Cross organization, and $403 is
use in Durham and with this amount available for use in Durham in main
supplemented by funds in the local taining the district nurse.
chapter’s treasury and several private
In closing the campaign, Dr. A. E.
subscriptions the local committee feels Richards wishes to thank all who
sure that a nurse can be supported assisted in making the drive a suc
here for at least a year. A t the and cess. He is grateful for the very cor
of the year it is confidently predicted dial whole-hearted way in which the
by the committee that the nurse will Student Council took hold of the mat
have proven herself so invaluable an ter, and perfected an organization
aid to the community that there will capable of producing such satisfac
be no great problem of financial sup tory returns.
port.
SHOW PICTURES OF S. A. T. C.
COMMITTEE SECURES NURSE
AT AGGIE CLUB MEETING.
Acting upon these suppositions the
members of the Health Nurse Com
mittee, Mrs. J. S. Chamberlin of the
Ladies’ Aid of the Durham Church,
Mrs. Walter O’Kane o f the Woman’s
Club, Mrs. J. C. Sawyer of the Com
mittee on Nursing Activities of the
Local Chapter of the Red Cross, Rev.
Mr. Vaughn Dabney, Pastor of the
Congregational Church, Dr. A. E.
Richards, Chairman of the Durham
Chapter of the Red Cross, Dr. A. E.
Grant, Health Officer, Dr. M. K. Mc
Kay of the School Board and Mr. J.
S. Chamberlin, Treasurer, have ap
pointed as Health Nurse for the Town
of Durham Miss Myrtle Fletcher, one
of the Divisional District Nurses for
the Red Cross.
Miss Fletcher has accepted
the
Chapter’s call and will report for
duty on December 1.
NEW HAMPSHIRE TO HAVE
A WIRELESS STATION.
The “ New Hampshire College Radio
Club,” which was organized recently,
has made arrangements to establish a
modern wireless station in the tower
of Nesmith Hall. Plans have been
made to equip the station with the
latest type of instruments, and to
carry out experiments with the
vacuum tube as used in wireless tele
phony. The receiving set will be in
operation soon after the Thanksgiv
ing recess, and the transmitter will
be completed early in the spring.
This station should prove a valu
able asset to the college both from a
scientific and from a practical view
point, for by its aid communication
can be held daily with Harvard,
Tufts, Worcester, and in fact any of
the Northeastern Universities which
possess a similar equipment.
Prof. W. H. Wolff, secretary o f New
Hampshire Bee Keepers’ Association,
is getting many calls for sugar to
feed bees in their winter quarters.
The wet rainy fall was bad for the
storage o f honey, and many bee
keepers, consequently find their hives
short of honey. They are therefore,
forced to fall back on sugar, if it can
be secured. Prof. W olff has already
placed orders for over 1,500 lbs. and
some of it has been shipped.
History.— Instructor— “ Did Caesar’s
disposition change much during his
life ? ”
Student— “ Well, he had more Gaul
when he died than he had when he
was born.”

To anyone interested in the better
ment o f farm conditions, the pro
gram presented to the Agricultural
Club on November 17, was o f unusual
interest. Master of Program Emery
introduced the subject, “ the advis
ability of pasturing on rocky, hillside
pastures of New Hampshire, or of
planting these untillable acres to
forest and securing pasturage else
where.” The foresters present upheld
the advantages of tree planting, and
the dairymen defended the benefits o f
pasturage. Good arguments were ad
vanced by both sides, but full con
sideration was not given the topic and
it was referred to a later date.
The feature of the meeting was a
three-reel movie show held in the
gymnasium. The first reel pictured
the activities of the S. A. T. C. here
in 1918, a movie familiar to some, but
new to many. Following this came
two reels that featured the bettering
of farm working conditions by the
uses of the “ James W ay.” These
refer to the unfavorable conditions
existing on many dairy farms today,
due to tolerance of poor equipment,
and use of back-breaking methods.
The usual result of these conditions
followed in the threat of the boy to
leave the farm, and inability o f the
farmer to keep hired help. The
farmer is visited by a James Service
man, upon the farm er’s answering of
and advertisement. The agent takes
the farmer to see a model barn, that
of the University of Wisconsin, at
Oconomowoc, where the dairyman
learns of the latest developments in
barn design, and the simplest forms
of labor saving equipment. As a re
sult o f this trip and demonstration,
the farmer builds a modern barn and
installs the equipment proper for the
handling of his herd.

Prof. O. L. Eckman spoke before
the Berkshire Pig Club of Epping on
the 19th o f November.
Dr. and Mrs. O. R. Butler have
gone to California for a two months’
vacation trip. They will visit their
family home at Los Gatos, Cal.

Sing a song o f street cars,
Seats all full o f chaps;
Four and twenty Jadies
A ’hanging on the straps.
When the door was opened
The chaps began to read
All the advertisements
’Bout new breakfast-feed.
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OUR LADIES’

NEW HAMPSHIRE
CLOSES CROSS
COUNTRY SEASON

FOOTWEAR DEPARTMENT

Has Had Most Successful Season in
History— Much Credit Due to
Coach Cleveland— Good Nu
cleus for Strong Team
Next Year

of New Hampshire’s greatest team
A snappy and serviceable Men’s
and probably the best that would rep Shoe. With broad 1-inch heel, per
resent the college. A fter this talk, the forated toe and camp. Invisible eye
medals won at Boston were presented lets. Gun Metal leather, $6.95.
to the first five men that finished for
New Hampshire. G. H. Billingham
gave a short talk. The evening was
spent in story-telling, cracking jokes
and performing tricks.
Those present were, G. T. Night
ingale, ’19, Cecil Leath, ’22, G. W.
Weston, ’22, L. W. Thompson, ’22, G.
H. Billingham, ’20, Harold Fitch,
’20, and C. E. Graves, ’23.

New Hampshire closed its most suc
cessful cross country season with the
winning o f the New England Inter
collegiate
championship Saturday,
Nov. 15. It had been planned to send
a team to the N. E. A. A. A. U. cham LUCILLE BURLEIGH
pionships Nov. 22, but the loss of
TALKS ON POETRY
Leath and Fitch was considered too
much of a handicap, so Coach Cleve At Meeting of Book and Scroll She
Discusses Poetry and Its Effects
land withdrew the team. These two
Upon Man— “ Childhood Im
men received warnings in more than
pressions Are the Founda
seven hours, and were therefore de
tions for Later Life”
clared ineligible to compete during
the remainder o f this term.
The Book and Scroll held their reg
MUCH CREDIT DUE COACH
Much credit for the successful sea ular Sunday night meeting at the
son, is due to Coach Cleveland. He home of Dr. A. E. Richards. Miss
has worked faithfully and under many Lucille Burleigh, ’20, led the meeting
difficulties to develop the team. With and she said in part:
“ Childhood impressions are the
his own excellent experiences in cross
country running, he was able to give foundations upon which our successes
the team the best o f advice. A t the and failures of later life are built.
start o f the season, he had at hand Some of our very best literature is in
a few o f the veteran men, as well as the form of poetry, and if a child de
a large number o f freshmen, who were lights in Mother Gooseland and loves
anxious to annex positions on the to travel after ‘The Gingerbread Man’
team. The team won all three meets into the realms o f childhood fancy, so
in which it competed— two dual and will he learn to turn later in life to a
one championship.
Massachusetts higher class o f poetry. What better
Tech was perhaps the strongest team start, to aid one in the appreciation
the Blue and White harriers met as of good literature can be made.
“ Such authors as Rudyard Kipling,
that team had previously placed third
in the Intercollegiate meet at Syra in his ‘Just So Stories,’ Whittier with
cuse. However the N. H. C. men de his ‘Barefoot Boy,’ Longfellow with
feated them easily 23-32. Massachus his ‘Hiawatha,’ and the poems of
Clothes and Shoes
etts Aggies was snowed under in a James Whitcomb Riley cannot do
other than delight, educate, and in
N E W HAMPSHIRE dual meet, and it is well known how spire clean thinking among children.
DOVER,
the Intercollegiate meet was won.
“ When one is a bit older, such
“ NIGHT” COMES THROUGH
Gordon T. Nightingale lived up to poems as ‘The Frost,’ by Hannah
expectations' and easily won the N. Flagg Gould, Browning’s ‘Incident of
P H A R M A C IS T S
E. Intercollegiate race, and the M. I. a French Camp,’ ‘Robert of Lincoln’
NEW M ARKET,
N E W : H A M P S H IR E
T. run. He was absent from the M. by W. C. Bryant, ‘ Sheridan’s Ride,’ by
And dealers in Stationery, Blank Books, Toilet Articles, Wall Papers, A. C. meet, as he was in New York Read, and ‘The Sandpiper’ by Celia
Sporting Goods, B. P. S. Paints and Varnishes, Brushes and Painters Sup- with “ Cy” Leath. The latter had Thaxter, are enjoyed and a goodly
plies. We use New Hampshire College Cream and in also the best Ice Cream
lesson derived from them.
_______________________ _ a rather unfortunate season, as he
in the state. When in town call and see us.
“ ‘Little Orphant Annie,’ by Riley,
was hampered in the M. I. T. meet
and the Junior National Championship always pleases, but if read to very
WHITEHOUSE CAPE
run, by sickness which forced him out young children, it is apt to remain and
Formerly McLean’s
o f the races. However “ Cy” came frighten them if the possess a vivid
The very best things to eat. Home
back strong and ran a plucky race in imagination.
“ Boys at the age o f ten or there
Cooking.
the Intercollegiates, finishing a close
abouts delight in Tennyson’s ‘ Charge
The
New
Hampshire
second
to
“
Night.”
125 Water Street,
Exeter
Billingham had a most successful of the Light Brigade,’ and ‘Idylls of
House Tailor season, winning the M. A. C. run and the King,’ also ‘How They Brought
DR. CHAPMAN
placing sixth in the Intercollegiate, the Good News from Ghent to A ix ’,
and sixth in the M. I. T. meet. G. W. which appeal and teach a moral lesson
Suits Cleaned and Pressed. Work Weston, and H. W. Fitch also ran at the same time.
DENTIST
“ If these poems are familiar to one
well, both scoring for New Hampshire
Dover,
New Hampshire Guaranteed.
against M. I. T. and M. A. C. L. L. it is easy indeed to install a love for
State,’ ‘The
Thompson, a sophomore, furnished Longfellow’s ‘ Ship of
Tennyson,
and
the surprise of the season; going out Lotus Eaters’ by
everyone
more or less for a joke, he was suc ‘L ’Envoi’ by Kipling. If
cessful in placing in all the meets, knows and loves these poems his taste
187 Water St.,
Exeter, N. H.
being eleventh in the Intercollegiate for literature o f the better class need
meet, or fifth N. H. man. C. E. never be feared.”
Does the kind of work that pleases.
A fter this talk by Miss Burleigh a
Graves and Harry Paine, both fresh
Try us for your Christmas photog
flash light picture of the members of
men,
turned
in
some
good
perform
rapher. Open from 8 a. m. to 6 p. m.
ances. The former finished tenth in The Book and Scroll was taken by
the big meet, and scored in the M. A. Professor Clement Moran.

Is becoming very
popular among
the Students at
New Hampshire.

Let us show you
our new lines of
the finest there
is in

SHOES andHOSIERY

LOTHROPS-FARNHAM CO.
T H E A. H. PLACE DRUG CO.

P. J. D O Y L E

CURRIER STUDIO

LOTHROPS-PINKHAM CO.
Leading Pharmacists
Franklin Square,
Dover, N. H.
Agents for Kodaks and Photographic
Supplies. Dealers in Wall Paper,
Room Mouldings and Window Shades.

A rgotntne
"A rrow
jormfit COLLAR

Cluett, Peabody & Co. Inc. Troy, N. Y.
The name ‘ ‘Argonne’ ’ is used by courtesy of the
Argonne Shirt Co., Philadelphia^^^^^^

C. run. Paine ran only in the M. A.
C. meet, but finished a strong second
on that day. All present indications
point to another strong season for
next fall, as Leath, Graves, Paine
Weston and Thompson should form a
nucleus for
another championship
team.
Y. W. C. A. CHRISTMAS SALE

The Church in Durham
REV. VAUGHAN DABNEY, Pastor.
SU N D AY SERVICES
10.45

Morning Worship.

12 M

Church School in the Vestry.
men in the Auditorium.

7.00

Sermon by the Pastor.
Classes for Fresh

Regular Meeting of the N. H. Y . P. O. in the Vestry.
COMING EVENTS.

Durham Church will keep open house in the Vestry
from four to six Thanksgiving afternoon. All students
who remain in Durham for Thanksgiving are cordially in
vited to drop in during the afternoon for a sing and cup of
tea. Instead of holding a service of worship on Thanks
giving morning, a service will be held in the vestry at four
o’clock.
On Friday night, November 28, at eight o’clock in the
vestry there will be a social to which all those students who
remain in Durham for the vacation period are invited. The
Y . M. C. A., the N. H. Y. P. O. and the Church are co
operating to make this a pleasant social hour.
The next regular meeting of the Durham Men’s Club
will be held in the Grange Hall Wednesday, December 10,
at seven o’clock. This will be Ladies’ Night. Dinner
served by Simpson at $1 per plate. All invited. Special
music. Dr. A. E. Holt, Boston, speaks.

TO BE HELD DECEMBER 12.
On Friday evening, December 12,
there will be held in the gymnasium
an all day sale under the auspices of
the Y. W. C. A. Fancy articles, both
useful, and ornamental, Japanese nov
elties, calendars, postcards,
candy,
and real home-made food will be on
sale in the afternoon and evening at
the various booths. In the evening an
entertainment will be offered with a
varied program, including a short
play. Side shows, fortune
telling
booths, etc., will be added attractions.
The proceeds o f the sale will go to
ward the Silver Bay fund.
MRS. C. R. CLEVELAND GIVES
BANQUET TO TRACK TEAM.
The New Hampshire State’s cham
pion cross-country team, winner of
the New England Inter-Collegiate
Cross-Country Title was the guest of
Coach and Mrs. C. R. Cleveland at
their home, Friday evening, Nov. 21.
An excellent banquet was served by
Mrs. Cleveland, which was enjoyed by
the whole team. A fter the banquet,
Gordon T. Nightingale, winner o f the
individual title, gave a short talk say
ing that he was glad to be a member

Y. W. C. A. HOLDS RECEPTION
TO MISS ALICE WONG.

Leathers that Insures Quality
To many customers, “ Quality” in
Footwear means the elements of ap
pearance and style.
But back of these there must be
high-grade leathers if a Shoe is to
insure those qualities during long
wear.
It is because there is high quality
leathers in the Shoes carried in our
stocks, that customers voluntarily ask
to be refitted to the same styles.

KENISTON I D A I SHOE STORE
101 Washington St.,
Rochester, N. H.

Dover, N. H.
Boston, Mass.

CLUB DISCUSSES
“U. S. COAL STRIKE”
Economists Have Lively Meeting—
G. D. Melville, ’20, and Frank
Patterson, ’20, Lead Discus
sion— Next Meeting De
cember 4
The Economics Club held its regu
lar meeting last Thursday evening in
the accounting laboratory in the Li
brary. The largest number that have
ever attended an Economics
Club
meeting was present. The subject
for discussion was “ The U. S. Coal
Strike,” and was led by G. D. Mel
ville, ’20, and Frank Patterson, ’20.
Mr. Melville discussed conditions
prior to the coal strike. He showed
that the strikers were only getting
an increase of 50 per cent, in wages
out of an increase of 117 per cent, in
the price of coal during the last three
years. He stated that the miners
were heretofore not guaranteed a
sufficient amount of work each week
but that their work came in spasms.
Mr. Patterson discussed the coal
strike from the time o f its planning
up to the present date. He stated the
demands of the miners in detail and
followed this with the operations of
the strikers and the employers, day
by day, up to the present time. He
told of the results of the conferences
with the government and also lauded
the miners for their respect for their
country’s wishes and their willing
ness to return to work until their de
mands could be discussed. He also
stated, however, that not many of
the workers were returning to work
as they had agreed.
A fter Mr. Patterson had finished a
general forum was declared and a
lively discussion followed. The next
meeting of the club will be on De
cember 4 and it will be held as usual
in the library.

Miss Alice Wong, the Boston Uni
versity student, who spoke at the Y.
W. C. A. meeting Wednesday even
ing, was given a reception Wednes
day afternoon from 4.30 to 5.30 in
Smith Hall parlor, under the auspices
of the Freshman Y. W. C. A. Many
women students and members o f the
faculty took advantage of this oppor
tunity to meet informally this charm
ing young woman from the Orient,
and discuss with her the problems
JUNIORS TRIM SOPHS 2-0
which she will have to face when she
IN FIRST HOCKEY GAME.
returns to engage in missionary work
in her native land. Refreshments of
On November 10, the Juniors and
cocoa and fancy cookies were served.
Sophomore girls came together on the
hockey field for the first interclass
JUNIORS 1— SOPHS 0 IN
SECOND GIRLS’ HOCKEY GAME. game this year. Both teams had been
working hard and an interesting game
The second inter-class game be was expected.
Elvira Benfield, captain
of the
tween the Juniors and the Sophomores
was played on Tuesday. The game Sophomore team, won the toss up, and
was started by a bully-off between El the choice of goals fell to her. She
vira Benfield, ’22, and Rachael Bug- and Rachael Bugbee, her opponent, as
bee, ’21. The ball was sent back and center forwards, started the game by
forth over the field, and then in the a bully-off in the center o f field,
second half o f the game the Juniors putting the ball in play, and it was
were successful in getting a goal, sent up and down the field. The team
making the score 1-0 in favor of the work between Marion Berry and Nora
Reardon, ’22, was excellent, and Ger
Juniors.
trude Sprague, ’22, as right wing did
some splendid work at dribbling. The
As Always.
We may pay everything that we owe team work among the Sophomores
was very good, but the Juniors had a
while we’re here,
much stronger hit and it was because
Live honest until the last day,
But after we’ve left this terrestial of this particularly that the Juniors
won the two goals which gave them
sphere,
the game by a score of 2-0.
There’ll still be the devil to pay.

